


Property Marketing Options
At Beegru, our unique approach to property marketing, ensures an easy and 
immediate response, attracts prospective clients, produces higher returns and 
reduces the marketing & sales cycle. We assist property developers and landowners in 
extensive marketing of properties which increases the property's brand presence, 
penetrates new markets, generates leads and eventually leads to sales and profits. 
Our strategies allow your properties to reach new markets and customer segments 
which can be expensive to reach through conventional marketing channels such as 
advertising. 

At Beegru, we believe that marketing is about holding attention rather than acquiring 
attention. The Beegru team keeps up to speed on the real estate market and 
marketing trends to ensure people walk-in, sit down, spend time on your project and 
take a property tour.
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Some of our property marketing options for developers and 
landowners include:

Sole / Close Mandate

If you are someone looking for a partner who will own the entire sales and marketing 
of your project, Beegru is the partner for you. With our in-house sales team, we have 
successfully completed many sole mandate projects since 2018 and continue to 
pursue challenging properties all across the landscape. We have held record 
sales-streaks during economic downturns and pandemic lock-down situations. Once 
you sign up for a close mandate, you experience the full potential of Beegru, its team, 
its experience and its connections. Beegru leaves no stone unturned when we take up 
a sole mandate of the project. 

Under a sole mandate, we do the following:

Activate internal and external lead generation teams to attract prospective buyers

On ground relationship management and activation of our affiliated agents

Customer tours:  Explaining clearly to the customer the value proposition of your 
project compared to your competitors

Do whatever it takes to completely sell your inventory

Open Mandate

If you are someone who is looking to sell your inventory of properties quickly, then you 
can sign up with us for an open mandate. Under such a mandate,

Our lead generation engine gets to work to ensure you get a continuous stream of 
prospective customers

We also activate our wide network of channel partners to promote your 
propertiesand improve local reach

We activate our digital  and social media marketing teams to present your 
properties in the most attractive way to the customer 

Channel Partnership
Beegru has a strong online and offline presence in the real estate domain. When we 
enter into a channel partnership, we open up our large reach in the real estate 
domain to you and your project. You will be connected to thousands of prospective 
buyers through our platform.
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Financial advisory and Funding of Projects
Time is money, and there is a cost to delaying good financial decisions. With a panel

of finance professionals on our team, we are well versed in managing real estate

lending portfolio, financial advisory transactions and services to help you reach your

financial goals.

Beegru has a developer & landowner friendly funding model and help you 
securefunding and managing your dream project. We facilitate funding from various

bankers, financial institutions and private funding organizations. The financial

strategy can be tailor-made to ensure need-based availability of funds during the

tenure of construction work, and synchronizing repayments with project receivables.

A customized structure ensures financial closure with a high degree of certainty of

project completion.

Beegru enjoys the services of veteran professionals in accounting, finance and

taxation, so you can get the right advice before making your decision. We possess

strong real estate regulatory knowledge, in-depth understanding of the market and

offer financial advisory assistance for residential, commercial, industrial,

warehousing and plotted development projects, during the entire project life cycle.

We also advise landowners in re-investing the proceeds from sale of property into

another suitable property for better tax planning.

What do we do?

Business Modelling

Valuations

Pre-Construction Finance (For land aggregation)

Construction Finance

Re-Finance

Inventory Funding

Lease Rental Discounting

Simultaneous project approval for retail housing loans to support sales/cash flows

Additional financial advisory services includes:

Business planning and growth targets

Setting up professional management structures 

Managing the operations till they are implemented smoothly
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Legal Documentation and Liaising Services 
We believe that a clear legal position for any property or business venture is the 
backbone of a successful project. Beegru's liaising service provides one-on-one 
relationship managers, who provide the flexibility of getting your paperwork done.  We 
consult experienced lawyers and professionals to support you at every step of the way. 

Some of the advisory services on certain matters that we can facilitate are as follows:

Joint venture and Joint development related agreements 

RERA related

Housing colonies, townships and town planning 

Change of Land Use (CLU) and zoning issues  

FDI in Indian real estate

Project sanction 

Environmental clearance matters for real estate projects

Techno-legal issues for housing projects, industrial projects, commercial 
complexes and logistics warehouse projects 

We facilitate legal drafting and vetting services regarding following issues :

Sale and purchase matters

Transfer of ownership matters

Construction

Partition

Evaluation

Conversion

Lease

License

Due diligence on property title

Due diligence on compliance aspects of property
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Land Aggregation and Acquisition
For developers, landowners and investors, we source and aggregate lands based on 
your area of interest and purpose, by tracking the geographical and topological 
locations which are primed for investment, based on social infrastructure and 
demographic factors at current market rates or lower, for your future sale or 
development. We assist in preparing the title reports, property boundary, zone 
regulations, conversions, registrations, seeking approvals and sanctions for the land.

Beegru stands as a bridge between developers, landowners, investors and the third 
party, to process lease contracts, provide  guarantees to the procedure and to 
process the mobilization of land for large ventures and mega projects.

In order to ease this process, Beegru assists developers, landowners and investors in 
sourcing clear title & marketable properties, bringing interested parties together, to 
facilitate fruitful joint development and joint venture deals. 
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Joint Venture and Joint Development
The real estate industry has seen an expoential growth in urban India over the past 
two decades. Developers who ventured into real estate at the beginning of twenty first 
century, rode the wave of the infrastructure and technology boom, which directly 
affected the real estate market.  Landowners who held land at the time gained from 
this rapid development as well.

For a developer, finding a piece of land in a prime location can be a difficult 
proposition. Sometimes the landlords of the property may not be aware of all the 
procedures and processes to develop the land based on the market demand. The 
land may also be hard to aggregate since there maybe many related parties who 
may have the decision making ability, to unify all the pieces of land to create a viable 
project.

For a landowner, the tools and expertise to construct on a piece of land can become 
very technical. Construction involves getting the right approvals, managing labour, 
registration, tax laws etc. However, constructionincreases the value of the land  
multi-fold and can give handsome gains over a direct land sale. Therefore it is 
extremely important to find the right developer for such a venture, otherwise it can 
lead to a lot of trouble instead of gains, like delayed construction, bad quality of 
construction and large deviations from sanctioned plan.

Beegru is connected with several developers & landowners, and can help bridge the 
gap between interested parties for a fruitful project. We work with developers and a 
landowners depending on project size and location to ensure seamless execution and 
a professional relationship between our clients.
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